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Dekton for
Kitchen & Bathrooms
®

ULTRACOMPACT SURFACES

NEW
COLORS DEKTON®

NAYLA

VIENNA

QATAR

MANHATTAN

Dekton® Manhattan

DEKTON®
DIGITAL NEWS

New Apps

Web News

Learn about the new Cosentino® applications
to configure and design your kitchen. Visualize
instantly the posibilities and the combinations it
offers Dekton®.

Discover the new posibilities of our Dekton®
website:

Cosentino Kitchen 3D
Configure your own kitchen with the new
Cosentino Kitchen 3D application to make
your kitchen come to life. You will have an image
in 3D how your kitchen will look.
Cosentino Online Visualizer
Combine all the Cosentino® products in our
colour simulator in 8 different environments.
Combine with furniture, floors, countertops...

‣‣ Displays the images of your colors in High

Resolution with different view, formats and
design posibilities.
‣‣ Locate your nearest point of sales in our

advanced search engine, the entire of stores
network, stonemasons and Cosentino® Centers
just one click away.
‣‣ Discover Dekton® projects in-depth and share

the information of all these architectural models.

WHAT IS
DEKTON® ?
Dekton® is a sophisticated mixture of
more than 20 minerals extracted from
nature. Its production process is the
result of years of learning and inspiration
to make glass, latest-generation
porcelain tiles and quartz surfaces.
Dekton®

emulates in a few hours what
takes nature thousands of years, through
an exclusive technological process.

PST is a process that sinters mineral particles so
that they link up and change
their internal structure.
PST technology completely synthesises
innovative procedures from the most advanced
technology industries. This evolution represents
a technological and industrial leap capable of
generating a new process, a revolutionary material
and a leading product.

The electron microscopy can appreciate the
reduced porosity of the material, due to the
sintering process and exclusive ultra-compaction
of Dekton®. It’s virtual zero porosity and the nonexistence of the microflaws that cause tension and
weaknesses set Dekton apart from other materials.

Dekton® uses the exclusive PST technology, a
technological process that uses an accelerated
version of the metamorphic changes that natural
stone undergoes from exposure to high pressure
and high temperatures for thousands of years.

DEKTON®
ULTRACOMPACT
SURFACES
Large Format
Infinite Possibilities

It Resists
Everything

Unlimited
Inspiration

Thanks to the size (up to 3200x1440mm)*
and the lightness of Dekton® (from 8 mm
thick), the design possibilities for your
kitchen, bathroom, façade, walls or high
transit floors are growing exponentially.

Extremely resistant to scratching, virtually
zero porosity and highly resistant to
aggressive chemical products.

Design your modern kitchen with eyecatching colours and unique textures.
Large format for new compositional
solutions.
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Relentless
in Heat

A Worktop
to be Enjoyed

Extreme resistance to high temperatures,
cookware fresh off the hotplate and UV
rays.

Easy maintenance, no traces of fingerprints
or marks and maximum durability. Your
Dekton worktop is guaranteed for 10 years.
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Dekton® Advantages
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Scratch
Resistant

Resistant
to Stains

Maximum Resistance
to Fire and Heat

Resistant to
Abrasion

Resistance to Freezing
and Thawing
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Superior Mechanical
Resistance

Low Water
Absorption

Dimensional
Stability

Fireproof
Material

High Resistance
to Hydrolysis

Highly UV
Resistant

8 mm

12 mm
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Dekton XGloss Advantages
20 mm
Crystalline
Shine

UltraThickness

UltraSize

Dekton® slabs come in different thicknesses so that you
choose the most appropriate option depending on the
application, design or desired effect, from 0.8 cm to 2 cm.

Thanks to the size and the lightness of Dekton®
(3200x1440mm), the design possibilities for your kitchen,
bathroom, façade, walls or high transit floors are growing
exponentially.

Water
Repellent

*The largest size for Zenith, Aura15, Kairos, Entzo, Halo, Tundra, Fiord and Glacier is 3170mm x 1420mm
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DEKTON®
ADVANTAGES

Maximum Resistance
to Fire and Heat
Dekton® has very good resistance to high
temperatures without affecting its aesthetics or its
properties. Hot utensils, appliances, pots and pans
can be placed directly on the surface without any
danger or harm.
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Scratch-Resistant

Stain-Resistant

Low Water Absorption

Dekton® is the most scratch resistant surface on
the market and while the slep of a knife won’t
damage Dekton®.
Due to the intense shine of Dekton® Xgloss, it needs
a special maintenance and care. In particular for
the darkest colors, like Spectra, whose deep color
brings out even the smallest detail.

Because of its low porosity, the new surface
Dekton®, is a highly resistant to everyday domestic
stains and chemical agents. Even the most
stubborn stain such as wine, coffee, ink and rust
can be easily cleaned.

Dekton® as a reduced water absorption and it is
a non-porous material that never needs to be
sealed. It naturally prevents liquids and gasses
from penetrating the surface, making it a low
maintenance surface that is easier to clean.

Splashes and drops of everyday cleaning products
such as bleach or degreasing ovens do not cause
any harm to the material.

*For a correct use and maintenance of Dekton®, follow the recommendations
given in our Maintenance and Cleaning Manual.
Dekton® Sirius

KITCHEN
WORKTOPS
Dekton® is a long-term product for those looking
to turn their kitchen into a unique space. Firstly,
because it allows you to have installation in one
piece with fewer cuts and joints, no limits just the
appeal of a completely uniform surface, which fits
seamlessly into very different design styles.
Dekton® combines the qualities desired by the chef
in all of us. It is a clean surface that is nice to touch
and resistant to the daily grind that takes place in
a kitchen over years of use. An ultra-sophisticated
material for busy everyday life, capable of creating
spaces that make the preparing of food, day after

Dekton® Kadum

Dekton® Kadum

day, a pleasant experience that precedes the
pleasure of sharing a meal with friends or family.
It represents beauty and solidity with easy, fussfree cleaning. The structural density of Dekton®
is a breakthrough in engineering, but what really
matters is that we do not have to worry about
scratches, stains or traces of heat. A simple wipe
with a cloth and presto, because the kitchen should
be enjoyed with no restrictions, this is the Dekton®
way of thinking.

Dekton® Kadum
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DEKTON®
APPLICATIONS

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN COVERING

Dekton® is a new leader that is evident in all applications, in all spaces, indoors
and outdoors, and all scales. Endless possibilities so that the design flows.

B C D
Kitchen
worktops

Bathroom
worktops

Outdoor
worktops

H I
Indoor
Floors

J E F G
Outdoor Terrace
Floor Coverings

Indoor
Walls

Bathroom
Walls

Exterior
Walls

Bathroom and
Pool Floor
Coverings

A
Stairs

Dekton® Kelya

Cook with the
Sky as a Roof
Cooking is definitely a pleasurable experience and
doing it outdoors, usually results in a small social
event. Everyday celebrations that we can enjoy
in company around a grill. Dekton®, due to its
ultra-compact structure, is particularly suitable
for installations for outdoor kitchens
and barbecues.

Dekton® provides strength and style to these
spaces, it gives them an undeniable personality
and unlimited practicality. Stains, bumps, utensils
at high temperature... Dekton® will resist the
demanding use over time while maintaining its
unchanging beauty
It is not affected by ice, sun, sleet, or wind either.
When bad weather arrives, Dekton® simply needs
an effortless, fuss-free cleaning so that it can
showcase its best again.
Dekton® Kelya
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Dekton® Trilium / Dekton® Zenith

Dekton® Tundra

Dekton® Zenith © Photo Carlos Piratininga, Architect Marilia Pellegrini

Dekton® Aura 15

BATHROOM
WALL COVERINGS
AND WORKTOPS
The bathroom is the space in the home, where
hygiene and harmony need to express themselves
in the best possible way. A peaceful environment
devoted to personal care and hygiene - a space to
relax and unwind free of any worries.
Dekton®, thanks to its low porosity, is completely
waterproof against liquids. Water glides smoothly
over the surface without ever penetrating. This,

Dekton® Aura 15

along with unchanging beauty, results in extremely
easy cleaning.
Their textures and colours are an endless source of
inspiration for the design of water-related areas,
we’re talking about Dekton®, its possibilities are
endless.

Dekton® Zenith

Custom Dekton® - Milano Design week

DEKTON®
WARRANTY
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10-year Warranty for Dekton® products
installed by a workshop or stone
mason:
1. For the warranty to take effect, the
user must produce proof of purchase.
2. The warranty does not cover
defects deriving from manufacturing
or installing the product, as such
operations are not performed by
Cosentino.

YEAR

Dekton® presents its 10-year warranty.
A guarantee to give consumers more
confidence. Once again Dekton®
proceeds to innovate. The guarantee
of the leader. We shall now indicate
the steps to follow and the requisites
for fulfilment of the Dekton® warranty.

Warranty terms and conditions:
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RAFA NADAL

DEKTON XGLOSS
ULTRABRILLANT SURFACES

*Due to the intense shine of Dekton® Xgloss, it needs a special maintenance and care.
In particular for the darkest colors, like Spectra, whose deep color brings out even the smallest detail.

Dekton® is the only brand that offers
a certified warranty. In writing. Only a
global leader, due to the company’s
position as the largest producer of
quartz surfaces could once again draw
ahead of the pack and offer a real 10year warranty for Dekton®.

Certificates
Dekton® is internationally certified to ensure
maximum safety and protection.

NSF

Greenguard

Certification that substantiates that the
product is safe for the health in hygienic
terms.

Certification that substantiates the low
emissions of chemical compounds.

ETE

ISO 14001

Dekton® by Cosentino has been
assessed by the ITeC (Instituto de
Tecnología de la Construcción de
Cataluña) as a product for ventilated
façades.

Accredits the efficiency in the use
of water systems and the control of
environmental risks.

Dekton® Halo

Rafa Nadal
Cosentino Brand Ambassador
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** To obtain more information about hues with NSF certificate please visit www.nsf.org
* See specific warranty conditions.
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